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The Human Factor
Dogs detect scent from a source that is carried to them in a plume by the wind. The most important tool for a detector dog
handler to have on searches is a knowledge of scent plume movement or "scent dynamics" (the science of scent
movement). Such knowledge resides primarily in scientific journals that are largely inaccessible to detector dog handlers
and written in language that is difficult to understand. Detector Dogs and the Science of Scent Movement: A Handler’s
Guide to Environments and Procedures retrieves, reviews, and interprets the results of pertinent scientific research on scent
dynamics and presents these results in terms that are easier for handlers to understand. Information on the physiology of
the dog’s nose, their sense of smell, and the properties of scent provide the essential information on the process of
scenting. The composition of training aids for explosives, narcotics, human remains and other sources is discussed.
Recommendations are made on the use of training aids, their placement during training, and the resulting availability of
scent. Potential problems and handler errors in the use of training aids are also examined. The characteristics of scent
plumes and how wind influences their movement are a key focus of the book. The primary task for the handler is to get the
dog into the scent plume so that the dog can detect the scent and follow it to the source the handler seeks. As such, a
knowledge of scent and scent plume movement will vastly improve the ability of the handler to accomplish this task. The
influence of weather and physical settings such as terrain, vegetation, ground cover, soil and water on scent movement are
examined in detail. Strategies for searching, detecting, and locating sources in all physical settings are presented. Specific
effects associated with hills and mountains, fields and forests, bare soils and soils covered by vegetation, different soil
types, and lakes and rivers are examined in detail. This includes specific recommendations are made about weather and
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physical settings that result in higher probability of success on searches. Detector Dogs and the Science of Scent Movement
will be a vital resource for K9 handles in the private and public sectors—including in Homeland Security, law enforcement,
and military settings—as well as a useful guide for lawyers, forensic, and investigative professionals who need to better
understand K9 operations.

Canine Olfaction Science and Law
Veterinary Dental Techniques for the Small Animal Practitioner
With contributions from an international group of authors with diverse backgrounds, this set comprises all fourteen volumes
of the proceedings of the 4th AHFE Conference 21-25 July 2012. The set presents the latest research on current issues in
Human Factors and Ergonomics. It draws from an international panel that examines cross-cultural differences, design
issues, usability, road and rail transportation, aviation, modeling and simulation, and healthcare.

Clinical Veterinary Advisor - E-Book
This guide is intended to offer both small and large, career and volunteer departments, specific recommendations and
example for applying ergonomics. The guide's contents includes an introduction to ergonomics, ergonomic-related
disorders, developing an ergonomics program, ergonomic hazards, preventing and controlling ergonomic hazards, training,
medical management, procedures for reporting injuries, implementing the ergonomic program, and evaluating program
effectiveness.

Outliers
Professional search and rescue workers consider Susan Bulanda’s Ready! Training the Search and Rescue Dog “the bible of
Search and Rescue (SAR),” the most sought-after book of its kind detailing canine search and rescue. This second edition,
expanded and revised with new color photography, provides readers with the necessary training methods for dogs in
various SAR disciplines, including wilderness, evidence, cadaver, water, avalanche, and disaster searches. The author, an
experienced SAR professional, details the goals, target skills, and potential problems at each training level of every SAR
discipline. Ready! provides descriptions of every type of search, including specific training methods to accomplish each SAR
discipline. Professional and volunteer SAR workers will profit from the Bulandas’ expertise on training the dog to alert,
managing the search mission, choosing and socializing a SAR dog, and how to train dogs for specific commands (such as
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bar, turn around, go to an object, check, slow, crawl through and others). Readers curious about the fascinating work of the
SAR canine will enjoy the general chapters about the history of SAR, an explanation of how dogs use scent to locate people
or objects, and the functions of the SAR dog. This highly specialized training manual offers precise direction for SAR workers
for every possible kind of mission, identifying the goals, target skills, methods and problem solving for each type of search.
Color photographs and line drawings help to elucidate difficult concepts explained in the text. A resources section and index
conclude this 254-page volume.

Seaplane, Skiplane, and Float/Ski Equipped Helicopter Operations Handbook (FAAH-8083-23-1)
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Ergonomics and Health Aspects of Work
with Computers, EHAWC 2011, held within the framework of the 14th International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2011, incorporating 12 thematically similar conferences. A total of 4039 contributions was submitted to
HCII 2011, of which 1318 papers were accepted for publication. The 25 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. They are organized in topical sections on quality of working life; health and
well-being; and interactive devices and interfaces.

Usability Assessment
The third edition of Veterinary Dental Techniques continues to serve as an easy-to-use, practical guide to dental techniques
and materials for the small animal practitioner. Covers a wide range of topics including examination and charting, routine
and advanced periodontal care, endodontic treatment, orthodontics, dental anesthesia, and ergonomics. Presents a
complete and practical approach to dental examination and charting, routine and advanced periodontal care, endodontic
treatment, restorative dentistry, orthodontics, fracture fixation, anesthesia and analgesia Features step-by-step instructions
with clear illustrations for successfully planning and treating a wide spectrum of dental procedures All chapters have been
completely revised and updated with the most current information Includes helpful home-care and post-operative
instructions for clients Consistently formatted chapters include general comments, indications, contraindications, and
advantages and disadvantages for all techniques and dental materials Offers guidelines for starting or expanding a dental
department for your practice Contains an in-depth discussion of the wide range of equipment and instruments that will
allow you to provide the highest standard of dental care for your patients Provides recommendations for the care and
maintenance of your dental operatory Includes a completely updated appendix of manufacturers and sources of dental
materials New chapter on maxillofacial fractures New chapter on regional and local anesthesia Completely updated list of
manufacturers and sources of dental materials Expanded coverage of general health safety and ergonomics in the
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veterinary dental workplace

Roller Coaster Kid
The ultimate guide to water-related aircraft piloting.

Canine Ergonomics
Written by two certified human factors/ergonomics professionals and a criminalist and firearms expert, all of whom have
testified as expert witnesses, Human Factors in Handgun Safety and Forensics draws on their formidable collective
knowledge and professional experience to present the first scientifically based volume in the field. This seminal work
identifies numerous human factors in handgun design, training, and related human behavior in unintentional and
inadvertent shooting incidents. The book provides an overview of handgun use in general but focuses on firearm handling in
unintentional and inadvertent shootings. It describes the discipline of human factors and ergonomics and includes available
statistics on shootings, examines their limitations, and reviews actual cases to determine human causes in unintentional
and inadvertent shootings. It provides a history of firearms and details the components and mechanics of handguns and
ammunition to reveal safety problems in current designs. It explains the fundamentals of shooting and how violation of
those principles can result in unintentional or inadvertent shootings. The authors stress the importance of firearms safety
training. They evaluate various safety training programs (including those from the National Rifle Association), investigate
inconsistencies in basic safety rules, and make suggestions to improve safety training. The importance of instructor training
is also emphasized. The book concludes with a summary and application of the previous topics to forensic and investigative
settings and gives advice for human factors/ergonomics professionals as expert witnesses. The book comes with an
accompanying DVD with hundreds of color photos to support the topics covered in the text.

Shoe Dog
This book highlights the state of the field in the new, provocative line of research into the cognition and behavior of the
domestic dog. Eleven chapters from leading researchers describe innovative methods from comparative psychology,
ethology and behavioral biology, which are combined to create a more comprehensive picture of the behavior of Canis
familiaris than ever before. Each of the book’s three parts highlights one of the perspectives relevant to providing a full
understanding of the dog. Part I covers the perceptual abilities of dogs and the effect of interbreeding. Part II includes
observational and experimental results from studies of social cognition – such as learning and social referencing – and
physical cognition in canids, while Part III summarizes the work in the field to date, reviewing various conceptual and
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methodological approaches and testing anthropomorphisms with regard to dogs. The final chapter discusses the practical
application of behavioral and cognitive results to promote animal welfare. This volume reflects a modern shift in science
toward considering and studying domestic dogs for their own sake, not only insofar as they reflect back on human beings.

Contemporary Ergonomics 2008
In this mind-bending book, an esteemed neuroscientist explains why perfectionism is pointless—and argues that mistakes,
missteps, and flaws are the keys to success. Remember that time you screwed up simple math or forgot the name of your
favorite song? What if someone told you that such embarrassing “brain farts” are actually secret weapons, proof of your
superiority to computers and AI? In Scatterbrain, we learn that boredom awakens the muse, distractions spark creativity,
and misjudging time creates valuable memories, among other benefits of our faulty minds. Throughout, award-winning
neuroscientist Henning Beck’s hilarious asides and brain-boosting advice make for delightful reading of the most cuttingedge neuroscience our brains will (maybe never) remember.

Beneath the Neon
The #1 New York Times–bestselling classic: A hilarious memoir of two parents, twelve kids, and “a life of cheerfully
controlled chaos” (The New York Times). Translated into more than fifty languages, Cheaper by the Dozen is the
unforgettable story of the Gilbreth clan as told by two of its members. In this endearing, amusing memoir, siblings Frank Jr.
and Ernestine capture the hilarity and heart of growing up in an oversized family. Mother and Dad are world-renowned
efficiency experts, helping factories fine-tune their assembly lines for maximum output at minimum cost. At home, the
Gilbreths themselves have cranked out twelve kids, and Dad is out to prove that efficiency principles can apply to family as
well as the workplace. The heartwarming and comic stories of the jumbo-size Gilbreth clan have delighted generations of
readers, and will keep you and yours laughing for years. This ebook features an illustrated biography including rare photos
from the authors’ estates.

Cheaper by the Dozen
Now more than ever, the design of systems and devices for effective and safe healthcare delivery has taken center stage.
And the importance of human factors and ergonomics in achieving this goal can’t be ignored. Underlining the utility of
research in achieving effective design, Advances in Human Aspects of Healthcare discusses how human factors and
ergonomics principles can be applied to improve quality, safety, efficiency, and effectiveness in patient care. Topics include
the design of work environments to improve satisfaction and well-being of patients, healthcare providers, and professionals.
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The book explores new approaches for improving healthcare devices such as portable ultrasound systems, better work
design, and effective communications and systems support. It also examines healthcare informatics for the public and
usability for patient users, building on results from usability studies for medical personnel. Several chapters explore quality
and safety while others examine medical error for risk factors and information transfer in error reduction. The book provides
an integrated review of physical, cognitive, and organizational aspects that facilitates a systems approach to
implementation. These features and more allow practitioners to gain a deeper understanding of the issues in healthcare
delivery and the role ergonomics and human factors can play in solving them.

Afterlives of Georges Perec
Have you ever just wondered about life? What is Life? Is there God? How do we fit into the universe? What is our
relationship with other living things? What does it mean to be human? Doctor Ergo provides you with a firm background and
vantage point from which to view those questions. You will gain a comprehensive perspective on Life and the human
condition - from the Big Bang, through Life history on this planet, to the current condition of our human mind and species,
and some solid thoughts on what Life.is. This is a Story of Life. In a Darwinian world, our mental capacity has enabled us to
ascend to the pinnacle of the survival pyramid. Therefore, the essence of the story about our species centers on our mind.
Our cognitive skills are built upon the neural architectures that originally developed for vision and for speech/hearing. We
can be aware of the 2 sides of our mind through introspection of our own consciousness: Vision based - non-verbal
emotions, feelings and intuitions coming from our vision-based cognition in our Right Brain. Speech based - words,
thoughts, and reasoning coming from our speech-based cognition in our Left Brain. Vision developed quickly in the
Cambrian Period (570 million years ago) when the earliest animals with body forms emerged. Vision enabled the animal to
see the "world," and gave the animal a sense of "self," i.e. that which was viewing the world. Consequently the concepts of
"world" and "self" are deeply embedded in the cognition that developed from the vision neurological architecture. Likewise,
Darwinian survival necessitated identification of same-species animals (for protection and reproduction); hence the concept
of "group" is also deeply embedded in the vision-based neurology. Our speech-based left brain has no equal anywhere else
in Life on this planet. This is what has made possible the major advances of the human mind, separated us from the
animals, and enabled us to conquer the planet. This Sensory Mind model clarifies Plato's writings and the psychological
models that were developed by Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. The personality types tested by Myers-Briggs, which are
based on the theories of Carl Jung, are consistent with the Sensory Mind. Major trends in human history have been about
the growth of our collective left brain in the governance of human affairs and its interplay with our vision-based (non-verbal)
right mind. Our human "advances" have largely resulted from development of our speech-based mind, but the essence and
truth of life comes to us from our vision-based mind. Our earliest groupings and civilizations were largely governed by visionbased animal grouping models. These have evolved into newer civilizations and human groupings that include participation
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and/or leadership of our left brain "group-think." We are very familiar with the concept of Darwinian survival and its role in
the evolution of Life. However, Darwinian survival is simply the strategy or tactic that governs the advancement of Life.
What is it that drives Life to engage in the Darwinian struggle for survival? There IS a Life Drive that fuels evolutionwhat is
it? The Life Drive permeates all of life and is the force that drives Darwinian evolution. It is theorized that Life is a previously
unidentified parameter in Einstein's Theory of Relativity and that it exists at the conditions opposite to the Big Bang
conditions. Most religious and belief systems, whether god-based such as Judaism, Christianity, or Islam, or spiritually-based
such as Buddhism or Taoism, are oriented towards the ultimate truth that is Life.

Fire and Emergency Medical Services Ergonomics
Since Canis lupus familiaris first shared a fire with man more than 15,000 years ago, dogs have been trusted and valued
coworkers. Yet the relatively new field of canine ergonomics is just beginning to unravel the secrets of this collaboration. As
with many new fields, the literature on working dogs is scattered across several non-overlapping disciplines from forensics
and the life sciences to medicine, security, and wildlife biology. Canine Ergonomics: The Science of Working Dogs draws
together related research from different fields into an interdisciplinary resource of science-based information. Providing a
complete overview, from physiology to cognition, this is the first book to discuss working dogs from a scientific perspective.
It covers a wide range of current and potential tasks, explores ergonomic and cognitive aspects of these tasks, and covers
personality traits and behavioral assessments of working dogs. A quick look at the chapters, contributed by experts from
across the globe and across the multidisciplinary spectrum, illustrates the breadth and depth of information available in this
book. Traditionally, information concerning working dogs is mostly hearsay, with the exchange of information informal at
best and non-existent at worst. Most books available are too general in coverage or conversely, too specific. They explain
how to train a service dog or train a dog to track, based on training lore rather than empirical methods verified with
rigorous scientific standards. This book, drawing on cutting edge research, unifies different perspectives into one global
science: Canine Ergonomics.

Canine Physical Therapy
A comprehensive dog training and puppy training program that offers the added benefit of one-on-one online advice from
the author Do you consider your dog part of the family? Most dog guardians do. But just like children, dogs need structure.
Structure to show him that he shouldn't jump on every person who enters your house, or urinate indoors, or drag you down
the road when you walk him. In Imagine Life with a Well-Behaved Dog, Julie Bjelland offers all the information you need to
make your dog confident, secure and able to understand and follow rules. Drawing on years of experience, Julie has created
a thorough guide that teaches basic training, how to communicate with your dog, and how to prevent and solve behavior
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problems. She discusses how to train your puppy and how to train adult dogs, even special needs dogs, and tells how to
choose the right dog for your family and how to integrate him into a home with kids, other dogs, or cats. Because each
dog's situation is unique, Julie is offering readers exclusive one-on-one guidance via her website, for up to 60 days. Here
dog training, often very expensive, is now affordable and accessible to a broad audience. Julie's down-to-earth,
uncomplicated advice is a welcome solution for a busy dog guardian and aims to change the way people communicate with,
and care for, their dogs forever.

How To Speak Dog
Dogs of Courage
Presenting the Proceedings of the Ergonomics Society's annual conference, the series embraces the wide range of topics
covered by ergonomics. Individual papers provide insight into current practice, present new research findings and form an
invaluable reference source. A wide range of topics are covered in these proceedings, including Ergonomics, H

The Inheritance of Coat Color in Dogs
Introduces the theory that a dog's behavior and emotion are driven by human emotion and dogs can be used to help their
owners get in touch with their own feelings.

Ready!
A grandfather and grandson share a special love Zach and his grandpa love all of the same things . . . except the roller
coaster. His grandpa once rode it one hundred times! But Zach doesn't like the roller coaster. So when Grandpa goes on it
every summer, Zach goes on the Big wheel with Grandma. She understands. But one summer, Grandma is gone and
Grandpa is not the same. He misses her terribly. So does Zach. But he also wants his grandpa to be happy again. What will
it take? Maybe a ride on the roller coaster? Heart-warming and uplifting, here is a story for every family that loves and cares
for one another.

Domestic Dog Cognition and Behavior
Beneath the Neon: Life and Death in the Tunnels of Las Vegas chronicles O’Brien’s adventures in subterranean Las Vegas.
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He follows the footsteps of a psycho killer. He braces against a raging flood. He parties with naked crackheads. He learns
how to make meth, that art is most beautiful where it’s least expected, that in many ways, he prefers underground Las
Vegas to aboveground Las Vegas, and that there are no pots of gold under the neon rainbow.

High-Quality, High-Volume Spay and Neuter and Other Shelter Surgeries
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success overturns
conventional wisdom about genius to show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme overachiever. Why do some
people achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so far out of the ordinary? In this provocative and inspiring book,
Malcolm Gladwell looks at everyone from rock stars to professional athletes, software billionaires to scientific geniuses, to
show that the story of success is far more surprising, and far more fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He
reveals that it's as much about where we're from and what we do, as who we are - and that no one, not even a genius, ever
makes it alone. Outliers will change the way you think about your own life story, and about what makes us all unique.
'Gladwell is not only a brilliant storyteller; he can see what those stories tell us, the lessons they contain' Guardian 'Malcolm
Gladwell is a global phenomenon he has a genius for making everything he writes seem like an impossible adventure'
Observer 'He is the best kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like you're a genius, rather than he's a genius' The
Times

Advances in Industrial Ergonomics and Safety
A celebration of the amazing canines who perform feats of bravery every day Dogs don't just make lovable pets. They also
work at an incredible number of jobs, helping humans in countless ways. From working with search-and-rescue teams to
find missing persons to helping patients recover from injuries, Lisa Rogak covers the many ways in which dogs are an
essential part of our world. And she tells the surprising stories of regular dogs who have gone above and beyond to help
their owners—and even each other. Dogs of Courage reveals the heartwarming and awe-inspiring stories of these hardworking dogs, from the training they receive to the ways we honor their sacrifices and reward their years of service.
Affirming what every dog lover knows, this book shows how deep a dog's loyalty and friendship can go.

Imagine Life with a Well-Behaved Dog
Examines Perec's impact on architecture, art, design, media, electronic communications, computing and the everydayWhat
do Perec's descriptions of the minutiae of everyday life reveal about our use of information and communications
technologies?What happens if we read Life: A Users Manual as a toolbox of ideas for games studies? What light does the
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concept of the ainfra-ordinary shed on social media? What insights does algorithmic writing generate for the digital
humanities? What lessons can architects, artists, game-designers and writers draw from Perec's fascination with creative
constraints? Through an examination of such questions, this collection takes Perec scholarship beyond its existing limits to
offer new ways of rethinking our present.ContributorsTom Apperley, Monash University, Australia.Caroline Bassett,
University of Sussex, UK. David Bellos, Princeton, USA.Justin Clemens, University of Melbourne, Australia.Ben Highmore,
University of Sussex, UK.Alison James, University of Chicago, USA.Sandra Kaji-OGrady, University of Sydney, Australia.
Christian Licoppe, TA(c)lA(c)com ParisTech, France.Anthony McCosker, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne,
Australia. Mireille RibiA*re, independent scholar, translator and author.Darren Tofts, Swinburne University of Technology,
Melbourne, Australia.Rowan Wilken, RMIT, Melbourne, Australia.Mark Wolff, Hartwick College in Oneonta, New York, USA.

Contemporary Ergonomics 2006
Presenting the proceedings of the Ergonomics Society's annual conference, the series embraces the wide range of topics
covered by ergonomics. Individual papers provide insight into current practice, present new research findings and form an
invaluable reference source. A wide range of topics are covered in these proceedings, including Ergonomics, Human Factors
and User-Centred Design. It also features related disciplines such as Psychology, Engineering and Physiology. Particular
emphasis is given to the utility of these disciplines in improving health, safety, efficiency and productivity. The 2006 Annual
Conference features four special sessions on:Usability of Homes; Human Computer Interaction; Human Factors in the Oil,
Gas and Chemical Industries; and Control Room Design: Current and Future Challenges. As well as being of interest to
mainstream ergonomists and human factors specialists, Contemporary Ergonomics will appeal to all those who are
concerned with the interaction of people with their working and leisure environment including designers, manufacturing and
production engineers, health and safety specialists, occupational, applied and industrial psychologists and applied
physiologists.

Vampire in Distress
Detector Dogs and Scent Movement
Advances in Human Aspects of Healthcare
No other quick reference comes close in covering the diagnosis and treatment of hundreds of diseases in dogs and cats.
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Etienne Cote's Clinical Veterinary Advisor: Dogs and Cats, 2nd Edition is like six books in one -- with concise topics within
sections on diseases and disorders, procedures and techniques, differential diagnosis, laboratory tests, clinical algorithms,
and a drug formulary. Revised from cover to cover, this edition includes dozens of new topics. It also includes free access to
a fully searchable companion website featuring an electronic version of the text, all of the book's images, a searchable drug
formulary, and 150 Client Education Sheets in both English and Spanish. Section I: Diseases and Disorders provides at-aglance coverage of nearly 800 common medical problems, arranged alphabetically for immediate access. Entries include a
definition, synonyms, epidemiology, clinical presentation, etiology and pathophysiology, differential diagnosis, workup,
treatment, prognosis and outcome, plus pearls and considerations. Concise descriptions simplify diagnosis and treatment.
Section II: Procedures and Techniques offers illustrated, step-by-step instructions for understanding and performing 111
important clinical procedures. Section III: Differential Diagnosis displays nearly every possible cause for 260 different
clinical disorders. Section IV: Laboratory Tests summarizes essential information needed for interpreting more than 150 lab
tests. Section V: Clinical Algorithms provides decision trees for the diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making processes
involved in managing 91 of the most common clinical conditions/disorders. Section VI: Drug Formulary is a compilation of
dosages and other relevant information for more than 300 new and current medications. 410 illustrations and photographs
depict disease processes and related concepts. A companion website includes the complete text of the book in a fully
searchable format, allowing quick access to information, and all of the book's images. It also includes 150 Client Education
Sheets, each available in both English and Spanish. Clinical guidance added to diseases and disorders chapters helps you
select appropriate tests and treatments for each case. 50 new client "how-to" handouts are added for a total of 150 client
education sheets, helping to improve outcomes by informing clients. Technician Tips are inserted throughout nearly 800
diseases and disorders, providing specialized information for veterinary technicians. Enhanced electronic image collection
on the companion website includes color images and additional figures not found in the text.

Ergonomics and Health Aspects of Work with Computers
The value of the canine nose is well-documented, and working dogs are being utilized for their olfactory skills in an
increasing number of fields. Not only are dogs used by police, security, and the military, but they are also now used in
forensic science, in medical detection of disease, in calculating population trends of endangered species and e

Your Dog Is Your Mirror
Safety or comfort? Can you truly have one without the other? Is it feasible to have both? Although by no means the only
factor, a deep understanding of biomechanics plays a leading role in the design of work and workplaces that are both pain
and injury free. Standing firmly on the foundation built by the previous edition, the second edition of Biom
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Pondering Life
Communication is crucial in any relationship - especially when one of you happens to be a dog. Drawing on substantial
research in animal behaviour, Stanley Coren demonstrates that the average house dog can distinguish at least 140 words
and can interact at a level approaching that of a human two-year-old. While actual conversation of the sort Lassie seemed
capable of in Hollywood myth-making remains in the realm of fantasy, this book shows us that a great deal of real
communication is possible between humans and dogs beyond the simple giving and obeying of commands. How to Speak
Dog not only explains the sounds, words, actions and movements which will help owners to communicate most effectively
with their dogs; it also deciphers the signs and signals our dogs are giving to us. With easy-to-follow tips on how humans
can mimic the language dogs use to talk to one another, original drawings illustrating the subleties of canine body language
and a handy visual glossary, How to Speak Dog gives dog lovers a whole new range of essential skills with which to improve
their relationship with their dogs.

Clicking with Your Dog
In this instant and tenacious New York Times bestseller, Nike founder and board chairman Phil Knight “offers a rare and
revealing look at the notoriously media-shy man behind the swoosh” (Booklist, starred review), illuminating his company’s
early days as an intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of the world’s most iconic, game-changing, and profitable
brands. Bill Gates named Shoe Dog one of his five favorite books of 2016 and called it “an amazing tale, a refreshingly
honest reminder of what the path to business success really looks like. It’s a messy, perilous, and chaotic journey, riddled
with mistakes, endless struggles, and sacrifice. Phil Knight opens up in ways few CEOs are willing to do.” Fresh out of
business school, Phil Knight borrowed fifty dollars from his father and launched a company with one simple mission: import
high-quality, low-cost running shoes from Japan. Selling the shoes from the trunk of his car in 1963, Knight grossed eight
thousand dollars that first year. Today, Nike’s annual sales top $30 billion. In this age of start-ups, Knight’s Nike is the gold
standard, and its swoosh is one of the few icons instantly recognized in every corner of the world. But Knight, the man
behind the swoosh, has always been a mystery. In Shoe Dog, he tells his story at last. At twenty-four, Knight decides that
rather than work for a big corporation, he will create something all his own, new, dynamic, different. He details the many
risks he encountered, the crushing setbacks, the ruthless competitors and hostile bankers—as well as his many thrilling
triumphs. Above all, he recalls the relationships that formed the heart and soul of Nike, with his former track coach, the
irascible and charismatic Bill Bowerman, and with his first employees, a ragtag group of misfits and savants who quickly
became a band of swoosh-crazed brothers. Together, harnessing the electrifying power of a bold vision and a shared belief
in the transformative power of sports, they created a brand—and a culture—that changed everything.
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Advances in Human Factors and Ergonomics 2012- 14 Volume Set
In this incessantly readable, groundbreaking work, Vincente makes vividly clear how we can bridge the widening gap
between people and technology. He investigates every level of human activity - from simple matters such as our hand-eye
coordination to complex human systems such as government regulatory agencies, and why businesses would benefit from
making consumer goods easier to use. He shows us why we all have a vital stake in reforming the aviation industry, the
health industry, and the way we live day-to-day with technology.

Working Dogs: Form and Function, 2nd Edition
WARNING - there is some mild swearing and the book has a cliffhanger ending! Who you are on the inside is more
important that what you are on the outside But not when you're fated to be a lab rat for the rest of your life. Sixteen-yearold Tessa, a vampire with weird throwback human genes, is an outsider in both worlds. Always the odd one. Now,
imprisoned in a blood farm, she fights to free herself and rejoin her family and friends. Especially one young male vamp.
Cody, eighteen and the youngest of the long line of ancient flyer vampires, wants Tessa back at his side where she belongs
- even as he struggles with conflicting emotions about his best friend's kid sister-turned-hottie. Jared, the cute human who'd
befriended Tessa, is relieved to be rescued and wants to see the trussed-up, drugged humans in the warehouse taken care
of. Only he's freaked that the people who rescued him are vampiresand then he finds out the truth about Tessa Thankfully,
the rescue team comes to take over the warehouse and rescue the victims or have they?

Inside of a Dog
This comprehensive reference provides veterinarians with everything they need to know about performing surgeries such
as spaying and neutering in busy animal shelters. It includes surgical and anesthetic techniques, perioperative procedures,
reproductive medicine, and program management regarding dogs, cats, rabbits, and other small mammals. With more than
550 full-color images, High-Quality, High-Volume Spay and Neuter and Other Shelter Surgeries provides spay-neuter and
shelter veterinarians with information on the most current clinical techniques. Dozens of veterinary experts offer their
expert advice and knowledge on perioperative care, surgery instrumentation, infectious disease control, anesthesia
protocols, CPR, the fundamentals of HQHVSN, and more. Covers all aspects of common shelter surgeries, including surgical
and anesthetic techniques, perioperative procedures, reproductive medicine, and program management Provides coverage
of dogs, cats, rabbits, and other small mammals Written by leaders in the field with experience in surgery, medicine, spayneuter practice, teaching, and research High-Quality, High-Volume Spay and Neuter and Other Shelter Surgeries is an
excellent resource for veterinarians, veterinary technicians, and students, as well as clinic and shelter owners.
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Usability Assessment is a concise volume for anyone requiring knowledge and practice in assessing the usability of any type
of product, tool, or system before it is launched. It provides a brief history and rationale for conducting usability
assessments and examples of how usability assessment methods have been applied, takes readers step by step through
the process, highlights challenges and special cases, and offers real-life examples. By the end of the book, readers will have
the knowledge and skills they need to conduct their own usability assessments without requiring that they read textbooks
or attend workshops. This book will be valuable for undergraduate and graduate students; practitioners; usability
professionals; human-computer interaction professionals; researchers in fields such as industrial design,
industrial/organizational psychology, and computer science; and those working in a wide range of content domains, such as
health care, transportation, product design, aerospace, and manufacturing.

Human Factors Issues in Handgun Safety and Forensics
Scatterbrain
" A new method of animal training using positive reinforcement and a 'clicker' is easy for you and fun for your dog."--Cover.

Dog Fancy
Biomechanics in Ergonomics
As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally curious about what her dog thinks and what she knows. As a
cognitive scientist she is intent on understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This is a
fresh look at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book introduces the reader to the science of the dog -their perceptual and cognitive Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might be like to bea dog. It
answers questions no other dog book can -- such as: What is a dog's sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know
when she's been bad? Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog, Pumpernickel,
allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her more through that understanding. The reader will be able to
do the same with their own dog. This is not another dog training book. Instead, Inside of a Dogwill allow dog owners to look
at their pets' behaviour in a different, and revealing light, enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their
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relationship even more.
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